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1. Introduction

Below we provide a whistle-stop tour of the DL_MONTE source code, 
pointing out source code files and Fortran procedures which could be most
important to new developers, and users wishing to hack DL_MONTE. 
Throughout we use the notation `file.f90 / procedure’ to refer to a 
procedure `procedure’ in the source code file `file.f90’.

Much of DL_MONTE (in particular the newer source code) supports 
Doxygen; Doxygen can be used to generate source code documentation, 
including call graphs for Fortran procedures. Such documentation is 
another useful resource for understanding DL_MONTE’s source code. 
Obviously the user manual is another valuable resource.

Keep in mind that this document is a work in progress; over time we hope 
to improve it. Apologies in advance for any crucial omissions or errors.

2. I/O and control

montecarlo_module.f90 / normalmc

This is arguably the key procedure in DL_MONTE. It is the high-
level procedure where a lot of initialisation is done, and is where the 
'Monte Carlo loop is'. It calls low-level procedures to calculate the total 
energy (at the beginning and end of the simulation) and perform various 
types of MC moves.

control_type.f90

A derived type control containing many control parameters for DL_MONTE.
Note that not all control parameters are housed here. For newer code we 
have been tending to house control parameters within relevant modules, 
as opposed to adding more to the control object. For example 
fed_interface_type.f90 contains control variables relevant to FED 
simulations. 



dl_monte.f90

The executable file, mentioned here only because it houses some key 
variables which are referred to elsewhere in the code, in particular job, a 
control object containing the parameters actually used in the simulation.

control_module.f90 / read_control

Reads the CONTROL file, and sets internal control parameters accordingly. 

field.f90 / readfield

Reads the FIELD file and sets the relevant simulation variables 
accordingly.

cell_module.f90 / inputcells

Reads CONFIG file and sets the relevant simulation variables accordingly.

vdw_read_field.f90 / read_vdw

Called in readfield to read the part of the FIELD file corresponding to Van 
der Waals potentials.

yamldata_module.f90 / yaml_write_frame

Procedure to output simulation data for a given simulation box to 
YAMLDATA.

cell_module.f90 / write_config_dlmonte

Procedure called when outputting data (in DL_MONTE CONFIG format) to 
ARCHIVE. 

constants_module.f90

Module containing constants used in DL_MONTE, including a list of the I/O 
unit numbers and what files they are mapped to.



3. Monte Carlo moves

Note that all MC move procedures all have a similar format. The box index
‘ib’, simulation control parameters ‘job’, as well as some arrays keeping 
track of energies are the arguments to the procedure.

mc_moves.f90

This file contains the procedures for performing the 'basic' MC moves: 
atom and molecule translation moves, and molecule rotation moves. It 
also contains the procedures for atom and molecule swap moves. The 
move procedures are moves_atoms (translate an atom), move_molecules 
(translate a molecule), rotate_molecules (rotate a molecule), swap_atoms 
(swap the positions of two atoms) and swap_molecules (swap the 
positions of two molecules). However there are also a couple of 
procedures specific to the case where atoms or molecules are to be 
looped over sequentially: move_atoms_seq, move_molecules_seq and 
rotate_molecules_seq. 

vol_moves.f90 / move_volume

Perform a volume move (of which there are many types).

gcmc_moves.f90

This file contains procedures for performing GCMC-specific moves: 
gcmc_atoms (insert or delete an atom), gcmc_mols (insert or delete a 
molecule),.

4. Calculating energies

field.f90

This file contains high-level procedures for calculating energies and 
updating neighbour lists is contained. It is very large! Some key 
procedures housed here are as follows.

total_energy and total_energy_nolist calculate the energy of the system 
with and without the use of neighbour lists, respectively. 



atom_energy and atom_energy_nolist do the same, but for an individual 
atom in the system. These are used in, e.g. mc_moves.f90/move_atoms; 
for MC moves which move one atom, it is unnecessary to recalculate the 
energy of the whole system. Hence atom_energy is used instead of 
total_energy.

molecule_energy and molecule_energy_nolist do the same, but for an 
individual moleucle in the system. These are used in, e.g. 
mc_moves.f90/move_moleucles; for MC moves which move one molecule, 
it is unnecessary to recalculate the energy of the whole system. Hence 
molecule_energy is used instead of total_energy.

vdw_module.f90

This file contains procedures for calculating the 'van der Waals energy'  in 
DL_MONTE (i.e. pair potentials such as Lennard-Jones and Buckingham 
potentials, but also things like the hard-sphere potential). field.f90 
calculates van der Waals energies by calling procedures in this file.

vdw_energy calculates the van der Waals energy for a specified pair of 
atoms given details such as their separation and atomic species.

potential_forms.inc

Contains definitions of some functions used in vdw_energy.

user_vdw_insert.inc 

Code used in vdw_energy corresponding to user-defined potentials.

user_potentias.inc

Code used in vdw_energy (via potential_forms.inc) defining user-defined 
potentials.

5. Calculating energies – electrostatics

coul_module.f90

Contains initialisation procedures for the Ewald sum, including generating 
the reciprocal lattice vectors to use.



coul_module.f90 / realspaceenergy

Procedure to calculate the real space energy between two particles .

field.f90

This file contains many procedures for calculating the reciprocal 
contribution to the Ewald sum: total_recip, move_molecule_recip, 
remove_molecule_recip, add_molecule_recip, insert_molecule_recip, 
swap_atoms_recip, move_atom_recip, remove_atom_recip, 
add_atom_recip.


